Healthy choices

Eat with your eyes!
Sometimes food tastes better if it looks better! So be creative with your meals. This book has great ideas for yummier looking food!

Art scene!

Love to draw? You might like this new artist biography: Drawing on Walls
By Matthew Burgess & Josh Cochran
J BIO HARING K

Who came first?
Can you match the people/dates?

A. William Shakespeare
B. Cleopatra
C. astronaut Mae Jemison
D. Medieval Japan samurai
E. Viking Age vikings

Answer: Cleopatra.

Dewey by the numbers

The Dewey Decimal System is a way to keep items in order by subject. It helps you find what you are looking for! In this system, books are numbered, from 000 to 999, and every topic has a number. The more specific the topic, the more specific the number. For example, you can find nonfiction books about butterflies in the 595.78s.

Dewey by the numbers:

000-999 general stuff (computers, UFOs, world records, journalism, libraries, things like Bigfoot)
100-199 philosophy & psychology (feelings, self-help, dreams, spooky stuff)
200-299 religion & mythology
300-399 social sciences (family, money, government, voting, holidays, transportation, folk & fairy tales)
400-499 languages (dictionaries, grammar)
500-599 natural sciences (math, plants, weather, dinosaurs, bugs, animals)
600-699 ways to use science (technology, health, cooking, pets, building)
700-799 art & recreation (crafts, fashion, dancing, music, games, sports)
800-899 literature (poetry, plays, jokes)
900-999 geography & history (pirates, flags, presidents, biographies, states, countries, family trees)
Dear Readers,

Are we back to normal yet? No! Not even close! But that’s OK, we are adapting! And we do all we can to get you the books and other items you love. If you need some extra help finding what you want, call the Family Shelf Help line at 816-3597 (10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday). We are glad to help!

Love,
The Editor

---

**Nonfiction notebook**

**A Hatful of Dragons**

From: A Hatful of Dragons
By Vikram Madan
J 811.6 M17H

---

**Story Contest:** Kids ages 10-18 can submit a scary story to win the Ghost Story Contest, from Sept. 1-30. See details online at www.kclibrary.org/ghoststory2020. The winning stories will be made into videos!

---

**Wee poem**

**Taxi Crab**

A crabber and a crabby crab
Sat eating cabbage in a cab
When suddenly the crabber grabbed
The cabbage from the crabby crab,
Which made the crab more crabby still—
He snipped and snapped his claws until
The cabby turned around to blab,
“Now crabbiness inside my cab!
No crabbiness! No crabliness!
No snapping-cabbing jableness!
If you two do not curb your rage,
I’ll dump you on the seventh page!”

---

**What’s new?**

**Nacho is for Nacho!**

“In 1895, a baby boy was born in northern Mexico. His name was Ignacio Anaya, and like a lot of Ignacios, he was called Nacho for short.” As an adult, Nacho whipped up a snack in a restaurant with hot crispy tortillas, cheese and jalapeños. He called them Nacho’s Special ... and the rest is history!

From: Nacho’s Nachos
By Sandra Nickel & Oliver Dominguez
J BIO ANAYA

---

**Funny side up**

**What is the greasiest bug?**

A: The butter fly!

---

**Full STEAM ahead**

**Solve this!**

**For kids ages 6-9**

Love a mystery? This book teaches you how to solve one! You look at the scenario, evidence (clues), suspects, then investigate, analyze and review to get the solution! You love a mystery? This book teaches you how to solve one! You love a mystery? This book teaches you how to solve one!

---

**Healthy choices**

**The wrong way to wear a mask.**

Silly dinosaur!

**The right way to wear a mask.**

From: Once Upon A Space-Time
By Jeffrey Brown
J GRAPHIC FICTION

Peta & Jide are going to Mars — and the spaceship looks a lot like a hot potato! It’s a Spudnik! Breeeeet!

---
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**Puzzler**

Q: What is the greasiest bug?
A: The butter fly!

---

**What contest?**

**Ghost Story Contest**

Kids 10-18 can submit a scary story to win the Ghost Story Contest, from Sept. 1-30. See details online at www.kclibrary.org/ghoststory2020. The winning stories will be made into videos!

---

**Puzzler**

Q: Why did the moth chase the lightning bug?
A: Because it couldn’t catch the lightning bug!

---

**What contest?**

**Ghost Story Contest**

Kids 10-18 can submit a scary story to win the Ghost Story Contest, from Sept. 1-30. See details online at www.kclibrary.org/ghoststory2020. The winning stories will be made into videos!
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**Puzzler**

Q: What is the greasiest bug?
A: The butter fly!